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With the development of ultrasensitive probes and high-field
magnets for solution NMR, striking phenomena emerge in the pres-
ence of concentrated, high-gyromagnetic ratio (γ) spin species. For
example, spins residing on different molecules in solution exhibit
unexpected correlations due to the distant dipolar field (DDF),1 and
solvent magnetization suppressed by a crusher gradient can revive
by itself through the joint action of radiation damping and the DDF.2

Recent observations have revealed mysterious concentration-
dependent frequency shifts of up to 60 Hz for water signals detected
by cryogenic probes, thwarting attempts at solvent suppression.3

Here we report an even larger frequency shift and show that
radiation damping is responsible for such unexpected shifts in the
precession frequencies of bulk solvents. We warn against the
potential interferences that ignorance of this effect may lead to in
routine experiments. Pinpointing the physical origin of the mysteri-
ous dynamics facilitates the design of simple remedies to counteract
potential interferences. The unusually large radiation damping phase
angles derived from excellent fits to experimental spectra demand
rethinking of the radiation damping effect, which may be more
profound in modern probe circuits than had been thought.

Radiation damping (Br) is an additional magnetic field that acts
back on the solvent magnetization to oppose the induced current
in the receiver coil and expedites the return of the bulk magnetiza-
tion back to the+z-axis.4,5 The magnetic field generated by radiation
damping can be approximated as6

wherem+(t) ) mx(t) + imy(t) is the net transverse magnetization
normalized with respect to the equilibrium magnetizationM0. The
radiation damping time constant (in SI units) isτr ) 2/(µ0ηM0Qγ),
where η is the sample filling factor andQ is the probe quality
factor.4 The phaseψ of the radiation damping field is traditionally
assumed to lag behind that ofm+(t) by 90°, corresponding toψ )
0°. In practice, however, experiments reveal that the radiation
damping phase may deviate significantly fromψ ) 0° if the circuit
is not tuned precisely to the sample or if the construction of the
probe is not ideal,6 thus creating a dynamical shift in the precession
frequency of the transverse magnetization.

For experiments using high-Q probes, the instantaneous radia-
tion damping induced frequency shiftω(t) greatly exceeds that
caused by other sources, including the DDF.7 ω(t) (in rad/s) depends
on τr, the longitudinal magnetizationmz(t), andψ according to:6

The frequency shiftωj estimated from a Fourier-transformed
spectrum is the weighted average of the instantaneous frequency
shift ω(t) over the acquisition period. Figure 1 shows howωj (dark
line) varies experimentally with initialmz and tuning conditions in
95% H2O/5% CH2Cl2 acquired on an inverse probe (Figure 1a-c)
and a cryoprobe (Figure 1d-f) at 600 MHz. For a given set of
tuning and matching conditions,τr andψ are fixed, andω(t) only
depends onmz(t). From eq 2, it then follows thatωj ) 0 for data
corresponding to evolution under radiation damping starting with
mz ) -1. This is seen in Figure 1, whereωj is symmetric about an
initial flip angle of 180° (deviations from perfect symmetry may
be attributed to RF inhomogeneity or flip-angle errors) and is
greatest formz ≈ +1. The CH2Cl2 reference peak (not shown here)
is +420 Hz from the water resonance and remains unchanged, as
the radiation damping field induced by water is highly selective.

Figure 2 shows the dependence ofωj on probe tuning conditions.
Detuning the probe increasesτr, which narrows the line widths of
the Fourier-transformed spectra and decreasesω(t) (eq 2). Probe
detuning also increasesψ, which tends to counteract the effect of
τr by increasingω(t). Consequently, the resulting radiation damping
induced frequency shiftωj as a function of probe detuning exhibits
extrema, the positions of which depend on the unique probe design.
For the inverse probe,ωj spans a range from-10 Hz to+20 Hz
(Figure 2a), while a much larger range is found for the cryoprobe,
from -81 Hz to+83 Hz (Figure 2b). The simulated spectra shown
in Figure 2c are obtained by numerically solving the Bloch
equations withτr and ψ estimated from the experimental data in
Figure 2b by nonlinear regression. Comparison of Figure 2b,c
reveals excellent agreement between theory and experiments.

Taking into account the dependence ofω(t) on mz(t) resolves
mysteries surrounding common practice in solvent presaturation.
For example, a well-known but poorly understood phenomenon in
presaturation is the need to optimize the irradiation frequency of
the saturating B1 field by trial and error.8 For successful presatu-
ration, the B1 field must be applied at the solvent frequency corre-
sponding toω(t) ) 0, as the initial precession of the solvent mag-
netization about the effective B1 field will quickly average out
mz(t) in time, leading the precession frequency to converge to that
corresponding toω(t) ) 0 even ifψ * 0°. Forψ * 0°, the observed
solvent precession frequency differs from the irradiation frequency
needed for successful presaturation. Consequently, simply irradiat-
ing at the observed solvent frequency may not provide adequate
suppression ifψ * 0° (Figure 3a). Instead, the irradiation frequency
corresponding toω(t) ) 0 can be found empirically by trial and
error to optimize solvent suppression (Figure 3b). Alternatively,
by mapping out the profile shown in Figure 2a to find the tuning
conditions such thatψ ) 0°, the observed frequency will be
rendered independent ofmz(t). Direct irradiation at the observed
solvent frequency under these conditions then provides optimal pre-
saturation (Figure 3c). This confirms that frequency shifts induced
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by radiation damping are responsible for the empirical practice of
adjusting the B1 irradiation frequency to optimize presaturation.

The radiation damping induced frequency shift will become
larger with the advent of higher fields and more sensitive probes.
To avoid such spurious shifts when observing abundant spin species,
radiation damping may be counteracted by incorporating active
electronic feedback9 or variableQ-switching10 into current probe
designs. A simpler way to circumvent complications due to radiation
damping is to set the irradiation frequency in presaturation to the
frequency of the residual solvent magnetization signal following
suppression by other means, e.g., WATERGATE.

Advantages of the radiation damping induced frequency shift
include allowing the spins to reveal the true optimal probe tuning
conditions, asψ ) 0° only when the probe is perfectly tuned. Under

such optimal tuning conditions, experiments suggest that the signal-
to-noise ratio may be improved by up to 20% compared to the
assumed best tuning conditions indicated by the oscilloscope or
tuning device. The presence of a large radiation damping induced
frequency shift can also provide valuable insight into the real-time
evolution of mz(t), which will be detailed elsewhere. Theψ
estimated from fitting the experimental spectra in Figures 1 and 2
can be very large (up to(75°; see also Supporting Information).
The exceedingly good match between experiments and the fitted
spectra suggests that the estimatedψ may be physically valid, which
merits further investigation.
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Figure 1. Contour plots of stacked 95% H2O/5% CH2Cl2 1H frequency
spectra (normalized to the peak) at 300 K as a function of pulse flip angle
θx. Experiments were performed on a 600 MHz Bruker AVANCE
spectrometer for both a triple resonance broadband inverse probe (a-c)
and a cryoprobe (d-f). A sealed capillary tube containing D2O was placed
in the sample for field-frequency lock. In all experiments, the probe was
matched to the sample. (a) Tuned inverse probe. (b) Inverse probe detuned
by +2.9 MHz. (c) Inverse probe detuned by+8 MHz. (d) Tuned cryoprobe.
(e) Cryoprobe detuned by-0.5 MHz. (f) Cryoprobe detuned by-1 MHz.

Figure 2. Contour plots of stacked 95% H2O/5% CH2Cl2 1H frequency
spectra (normalized to the peak) at 300 K as a function of probe detuning.
Spectra were acquired after applying a 10° pulse to the sample. (a) Inverse
probe with tuning conditions varied from-8 MHz below to+8 MHz above
resonance. (b) Cryoprobe with tuning conditions varied from-1 MHz below
to +1 MHz above resonance. (c) Simulations with parametersτr and ψ
obtained from best fits to data in (b).

Figure 3. Presaturation spectra performed on a sample of 2 mM sucrose,
0.5 mM DSS, 2 mM NaN3, 10% D2O, and 90% H2O at 300 K using an RF
amplitude of 27 Hz. All frequency spectra are centered on the water peak.
(a) Irradiation at the apparent water1H resonance frequency on an optimally
tuned probe. (b) Irradiation at+8 Hz above the apparent water resonance
frequency under the same tuning conditions as in (a). Note the change in
vertical scale. (c) Irradiation at the apparent water resonance frequency after
detuning the probe by-0.4 MHz, which shifts the center frequency of
water by+8 Hz.
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